Infrared thermography and capillaroscopy in the diagnosis of Raynaud’s phenomenon
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**Aims.** Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP) is a relatively common disease. There are two distinct forms of RP - primary (PRP), where no other associated diseases are present, and secondary (SRP), where RP is associated with other diseases. It can be challenging to differentiate between RP and other diseases through medical history alone, due to the episodic nature of RP. Objective analysis of anamnestic data was performed in our study using infrared thermography (IRT) and a cold pressor test (CPT). Capillaroscopy was performed to assess morphological changes in the acral circulation.

**Methods.** Patients with a history of cold hands were included in the study. IRT was performed before and after the CPT, and then capillaroscopy was performed. The results (including epidemiologic data) were statistically evaluated.

**Results.** A total of 150 patients were included in the study. Summarisation of the results from the IRT and capillaroscopy determined the final diagnosis - 4.7% acrocyanosis, 10.7% physiologic findings, 31.3% PRP, 29.3% borderline SRP and 24% SRP. The coldest fingers following the CPT were, in most patients, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} fingers. The correlation between the presence of connective tissue disease and the diagnosis of borderline SRP and SRP was significant ($P=0.0001$).

**Conclusions.** Using the combination of the IRT and capillaroscopy in the diagnostic algorithm for RP has its justification. IRT distinguishes healthy patients from patients with RP, and capillaroscopy can then be used to differentiate PRP from SRP. IRT can also detect which fingers are more affected, and then these can direct the focus of capillaroscopy.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Acral perfusion disorders are relatively frequent diseases that are manifested by subjective feelings of cold hands or feet. Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP) is a typical representative of this type of disorder\textsuperscript{1,2}. We distinguish between primary Raynaud’s phenomenon (PRP), which lacks further associated disease, and secondary Raynaud’s phenomenon (SRP), which is the manifestation of another disease and can have a major impact on patients’ health\textsuperscript{3,4} (Table 1) (ref.\textsuperscript{6}). Raynaud’s phenomenon is characterised by repeated attacks of colour changes of body extremities, mostly provoked by cold. A typical clinical picture of an attack of the disease is a so-called triphasic course of colour changes in the extremities. The initial phase is whitening, which is the most typical finding for RP and is caused by vasospasm. This phase is followed by a cyanotic phase, which is induced by tissue hypoxia. The last stage is redness caused by tissue reperfusion hyperaemia. We most often notice the colour changes on the fingers\textsuperscript{6-7}. Attacks of the disease are strictly episodic and alternate with periods without any RP symptoms. The prevalence of RP is 3–5% globally with a higher prevalence in countries with a colder climate. The median age of the first attack of the disease is 14 years\textsuperscript{8,9}. A clinical picture of RP with a triphasic course of colour changes is typical for RP; however, without direct observation of such an attack, we must rely on patients’ anamnestic data, which can be rather distorted. Various types of examination can be used to verify RP. By means of the cold pressor test (CPT) in combination with an analysis of temperature via infrared thermography (IRT), we can imitate the most common trigger factors of the disease and evaluate the acral perfusion functionality\textsuperscript{10}. Assessment of morphological changes of acral perfusion is possible with the use of capillaroscope\textsuperscript{11,12}.

Timely diagnosis of RP plays a crucial role in its treatment, especially in patients with latent connective tissue disease, where RP manifestations may precede, even by years, the systemic progression of this serious disease\textsuperscript{14-17}.

**Goals**

There were three basic goals for our experimental work:

a) to epidemiologically document the patient population with acral perfusion disorders,
b) to use IRT and CPT to objectivise hand acral perfusion disorders
Table 1. Overview of the most frequent causes of SRP (ref. 6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Autoimmune diseases</th>
<th>Vasculitides</th>
<th>Haematological diseases causing disorders in rheological properties of blood</th>
<th>Compression and obstruction syndromes</th>
<th>Neurological diseases</th>
<th>Infectious diseases</th>
<th>Occupational diseases</th>
<th>Other diseases associated with RP</th>
<th>Medicines and drugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• systemic scleroderma • rheumatoid arthritis • Sjögren’s syndrome • systemic lupus erythematosus • dermatomyositis</td>
<td>• granulomatosis with polyangiitis • eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis • polyarteritis nodosa • microscopic polyangiitis • Behçet’s disease • Takayasu arteritis</td>
<td>• cryoglobulinaemia • cryofibrinogenaemia • cold agglutinin disease • paraproteinaemia</td>
<td>• atherosclerosis • microembolisation • diabetic microangiopathy</td>
<td>• reflex sympathetic dystrophy • hemiplegia • syringomyelia</td>
<td>• hepatitis B • hepatitis C • HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>• vibration disease • hypothernar hammer syndrome • vinyl chloride disease</td>
<td>• malignancies: pheochromocytoma, carcinoid, leukaemia, lymphomas, solid tumours • hypothyroidism • pulmonary hypertension</td>
<td>• cisplatin • bleomycin • beta-blockers • interferon • minocycline • bromocriptine • sulfasalazine • cyclosporine • methysergide • ergotamine • clonidine • nicotine • amphetamines • cocaine • cannabis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• antisynthetase syndrome • mixed connective tissue disorder • undifferentiated connective tissue disease • antiphospholipid syndrome</td>
<td>• Henoch-Schönlein purpura • thrombangiitis obliterans • Kawasaki disease • cryoglobulinaemic vasculitis • giant cell arteritis</td>
<td>• polycythaemia vera • hyperviscosity syndrome • Waldenström macroglobulinaemia • congenital thrombophilic states</td>
<td>• upper thoracic aperture syndrome • cervical rib syndrome • carpal tunnel syndrome</td>
<td>• poliomyelitis • discopathy</td>
<td>• cytomegalovirus • parvovirus B19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• primary biliary cholangitis • POEMS syndrome • toxic oil syndrome • lesions caused by cold or radiation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c) to distinguish between PRP and SRP in combination with capillaroscopic examination.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Infrared thermographic examination of hands

All hand temperature measurements were conducted using a Flir B-360 portable thermal imaging camera, made by FLIR Systems company (Stockholm, Sweden). Using the thermal imaging camera, infrared radiation was recorded and converted to a visual image— a thermogram. A rainbow theme was used to distinguish between individual temperature differences. In this palette, the red or white colours represent the highest temperature values, while blue or black represent the lowest values. The minimum temperature difference that the instrument can distinguish is 0.1 °C.

To ensure stable conditions, the room was air-conditioned to the required temperature at least 30 min before
starting the test. The average room temperature during the measurement was 22.3 °C, which corresponds to normal room temperature and does not lead to activation of central thermoregulation mechanisms. The average relative air humidity during all measurements was 50%. The camera was placed on a tripod such that the angle between the measured object and the thermal imaging camera was equal to 60°. The distance between the thermal imaging camera and the hands was one metre. To maximise the reproducibility rate of the IRT results, the examination was conducted in accordance with the recommendations of the Glamorgan Protocol, which defines the conditions under which given areas of the human body can be examined\textsuperscript{18,19}.

Before the beginning of the examination, the patients were acclimatised in the examination room for 30 min in a position in which the subsequent measurements were carried out. The patients sat in a comfortable position on a chair with adjustable seating height with their hands laid on the examination table. During all examinations, the hands were laid palm down on a pad made of polystyrene. After adequate acclimatisation, a so-called resting hands thermogram was created. This was followed by a cold test, which consisted of the immersion of hands up to the level of wrists into cold water for 5 min. The water temperature for all tests was 8.8 °C on average, with a median of 9 °C. The patients then put their hands back on the pad of the examination table, and thermograms were taken at regular intervals – once immediately after pulling the hands out of water and again after 5, 10, 20 and 30 min. The acquired thermograms were then processed by computer technology. The mean temperature in the region

Fig. 1. Physiological finding during the IRT examination.
a. Thermogram before CPT. No evidence of acral perfusion disorder – all fingers had a temperature > 29 °C.
b. Thermogram 30 min after CPT. No evidence of acral perfusion disorder – all fingers had a temperature > 29 °C.
3a. Thermogram before CPT. No evidence of AP disorder – all fingers had a temperature > 29 °C.

3b. Thermogram 30 min after CPT. Detection of hypoperfusion of the 2nd right hand finger and the 3rd-5th left hand fingers, with temperatures of < 29 °C.

Fig. 2. RP finding during IRT examination.
2a. Thermogram before CPT. No evidence of acral perfusion disorder – all fingers had a temperature > 29 °C.
2b. Thermogram 30 min after CPT. Detection of hypoperfusion of the 2nd right hand finger and the 3rd-5th left hand fingers, with temperatures of < 29 °C.

of the distal phalanges of the individual fingers, defined as the area between the distal end of the nail and the interphalangeal articulation, was compared in all patients. Finger temperatures were compared both with regards to lateral differences and, especially, in response to the CPT. The key values were the finger temperatures read after acclimatisation and the finger temperatures read 30 min after being subjected to the CPT. In this way, a 20 temperature values were obtained. Of these, the so-called distal difference parameter was obtained, which served to evaluate by how many degrees Celsius the temperature of the individual fingers changed. The distal difference was calculated by subtracting the finger temperature value before the CPT from the finger temperature after the CPT. Negative distal difference values indicated that, after the CPT action, the original temperature was not restored. The limit temperature value of the distal finger phalanges, which distinguishes a physiological finding from a pathological one, was set at 29 °C. This value was obtained by analysing the temperature of distal finger phalanges in a control group of 20 healthy probands, where 29 °C was the lowest value measured. Each finger was individually related to this limit value, considering that even a single finger with a temperature lower than 29 °C was sufficient to determine the finding as pathological. By setting the 29 °C threshold, four possible IRT examination outcomes
were created in relation to the finger temperature finding before the CPT and 30 min after it was completed. If the finger temperature before and after the CPT was >29 °C, the finding was assessed as physiological (Fig. 1).

If the finger temperature was <29 °C before the CPT but >29 °C after, the condition was concluded as being acrocyanosis. In the remaining two cases, when the finger temperature after the CPT did not reach 29 °C, such a finding was assessed as RP (Fig. 2).

Another parameter that was monitored, but that was not one of the key indicators, was the distal-dorsal difference (DDD) that, according to many studies, could suggest a diagnosis of SRP. The value of this parameter was calculated by subtracting the average temperature value of a delimited area of the hand dorsum (the area was delimited distally by metacarpophalangeal joints and proximally by the wrist level) from the average temperature in the area of distal finger phalanges. A DDD value of <1 was considered pathological.

**Capillaroscopic examination of hands**

An SZP 1102-T Zoom stereoscopic digital photomicroscope (Arsenal) with image magnification ranging from 7x to 90x was used for the examination.

After 30-min acclimatisation in the lab at room temperature, the 2nd, 3rd and 4th fingers of both hands were examined with the capillaroscope. During our examination, we divided the resulting findings according to the number of pathologies detected into physiological, slightly pathological and pathological. A physiological finding was characterised by long narrow capillary loops in regular arrangement and even density, possibly with the finding of a single pathology (slight winding of the loops, slight dilation of the peak of the capillary loop). A slightly pathological finding was established in borderline cases, where a physiological finding was dominant, but pathological changes were occasionally present on almost every finger examined. A pathological finding thus indicated a greater frequency of capillary loop abnormalities in the form of haemorrhages, dilations, loop windings, and possibly avascular areas and other disorders in the density and regularity of capillary loops.

**Statistical data processing**

Nonparametric tests were used to analyse the data. The association between quantitative parameters was assessed by means of Spearman’s rank-order correlation, and the association between qualitative parameters was analysed by Fisher's exact test. The Mann-Whitney U test was used for quantitative parameters. The normality of the data was verified by the Shapiro-Wilk test. All tests were performed at a significance level of 0.05. IBM SPSS Statistics version 22 statistical software was used to analyse the data.

**RESULTS**

**Epidemiological characteristics of the patient population examined**

In total, 150 patients who were examined in our labs from 2010-2017 were enrolled in the study. The main conditions for inclusion of these patients were a history of RP symptoms characterised by feelings of cold hands, with anamnestic reporting of at least one colour change of fingers (cyanotic or white), and completion of capillaroscopic and IRT examinations in our lab.

Our patient sample comprised 24% men and 76% women. The average age was 41.1 years, and the median was 40 years. The average duration of subjective feelings of cold hands was 62.8 months (approximately 5 years), with a median of 36 months (3 years). The typical triphasic progression of an attack of the disease was reported by 22% of patients. Two colour changes were observed in 42.7% of patients (4.7% white and red, 26.7% white and purple and 11.3% red and purple). The remaining 35.3% of patients observed only one colour change (24% white and 11.3% cyanotic colouring). Spearman’s rank-order correlation showed no association between either the water temperature during the CPT and the finger temperature measured 30 min after the test was performed or between the water temperature and the distal difference value. Completely healthy individuals were examined (except for the RP history) as well as patients with many comorbidities. Most of the patients suffered from connective tissue diseases (21.3%), neurological disorders, including vibration disease (20% of patients), and thyroid disease (10%), which corresponds to well-known SRP aetiological factors.

A professional medical history was completed in 55% of patients, most of whom were manual workers (57.8%) and administrative staff (20.5%). Abuse of nicotine was reported by 47 patients out of 146 respondents, i.e., 32.2% of the patients.

**Results of the IRT examination**

Through infrared thermography, the temperature values of distal finger phalanges were obtained before the CPT and 30 min after CPT completion. Through their differences, the distal difference parameter was then found, and the DDD parameter was also found from the difference in the temperature value of the distal phalange from the mean value of the hand dorsum temperature. The highest measured finger temperature before the CPT was 34.4 °C, and the lowest was 18.7 °C. Thirty min after the CPT, the highest finger temperature was 35.6 °C, and the lowest was 16.5 °C. The highest difference between the finger temperature before the CPT and the temperature measured 30 min after the CPT was 13.6 °C. The limit temperature for the distinction of a pathological finding from a physiological one was 29 °C. The occurrence of temperatures lower than 29 °C was more often observed 30 min after the CPT than before it started, which correlates with the finding of RP.

Of the 150 patients examined by IRT, 127 (84.7%) were diagnosed with RP, 7 (4.7%) with acrocyanosis, and
a physiological finding was established in the remaining 16 patients (10.7%) (Fig. 4).

Symmetric temperature distribution was apparent after acclimatisation in 34% of patients, while it was apparent in 43.3% of patients after CPT completion. The highest absolute finger temperature values were recorded on the 1st finger of the right hand as well as the left hand both before and after the CPT.

The coldest finger after acclimatisation was the 5th finger of the right hand as well as the left hand. After completing the CPT, the second and third fingers of both hands were the coldest. No relationship was found between finger temperature changes and the dominant hand.

**Summarising the results of IRT and capillaroscopic examination**

In the monitored patient population, the physiological finding, acrocyanosis and Raynaud’s phenomenon, could be detected by IRT. However, none of the parameters of the IRT examination could reliably distinguish PRP from SRP. Therefore, capillaroscopic examination, which was performed on all the observed patients, was used to establish this difference. Nearly half of the patients (46.7%) underwent capillaroscopic examination without any pathological findings. The remaining patients were diagnosed with a lower (29.3%) or higher (24%) degree of pathology in the capillaroscopic examination (Fig. 5).

By summarising the results of the IRT and the capillaroscopic examination, five different groups of findings were found – physiological findings, acrocyanosis, PRP, borderline SRP, and SRP. The group of patients with physiological findings and acrocyanosis according to the results of the IRT examination was characterised by a physiological finding in the capillaroscopic examination. For the remaining groups of patients – PRP, borderline SRP and SRP – the IRT examination resulted in an RP finding; hence, they only differed in the results of the capillaroscopic examination. The PRP group was characterised by a physiological finding in the capillaroscopic examination. Patients with a mild pathology finding in the capillaroscopic examination were included in the borderline SRP group, and a pathological finding in the capillaroscopic examination meant a diagnosis of SRP. Based on the results of these two examination methods and statistical processing, 4.7% of patients were diagnosed with acrocyanosis, 10.7% with physiological findings, 31.3% with PRP, 29.3% with findings suggesting borderline SRP and 24% with SRP. To simplify further statistical processing, these disease groups were merged into two principal groups – “secondary” and “other”. The “secondary” group

![Fig. 3. Incidence of the most common diseases in the observed patient population.](image)

![Fig. 4. Diagnosis according to IRT examination.](image)

![Fig. 5. Diagnosis according to capillaroscopic examination.](image)

![Fig. 6. Distribution of groups of findings according to the IRT results and capillaroscopic examination.](image)
included the SRP finding group and the borderline SRP group, while the “others” group included the PRP, acrocyanosis and physiological findings (Fig. 6).

In these two main groups, the incidence of three diseases, often associated with RP (thyroid disease, connective tissue diseases and neurological diseases), was statistically compared. According to Fisher’s exact test, a significant dependence was shown between the occurrence of these diseases and the “secondary” group. Patients included in this group were significantly more likely to have connective tissue disease (P=0.0001, 35%) than those in the “other” group (5.7%), which corresponds to the aetiopathogenetic context of connective tissue diseases. The other two – thyroid disease and neurological diseases – did not show any statistically significant differences in our group.

Comparing the number of fingers with a temperature of <29 °C before passing the CPT, the Mann-Whitney U test showed a significant association between fingers with a temperature of <29 °C and the inclusion of a patient into the “secondary” group (P=0.006). A similar finding was established when monitoring the number of fingers with a temperature <29 °C after passing the CPT (P=0.027).

When comparing the distal difference parameter values, no significant difference was established between the “secondary” and “other” groups.

In contrast, when the DDD parameter was monitored before the CPT, a significantly greater difference in the DDD values between the 2nd, 3rd and 4th fingers of the right hand and the 3rd finger of the left hand in the “secondary” group was shown according to the Mann-Whitney U test.

After the CPT completion, a significantly higher difference in the value of the DDD parameter was shown only in the “secondary” group on the 5th finger (P=0.030).

DISCUSSION

The dominant incidence of RP in female patients (77%) (ref.27,28) corresponds to the epidemiological data from the examined population of patients. Interestingly, a typical triphasic progression of the disease attack occurred in only 22% of the patients, while only one colour change of the fingers (white or cyanotic) was reported by 33% of the patients. Establishment of an RP diagnosis by observing only one colour change according to Maverakis et al. is not sufficient under the RP diagnostic guidelines, and at least two observed colour changes are needed7. Taking into account the potential misinterpretation of finger colour changes by the patient and the benefit of the potential diagnosis of a serious illness at an early stage, it is also appropriate to include patients with a history of only one colour change in the examination. Of the total patient population, physiological findings were assessed in 10.7% of patients. One colour change was described in a total of 43.75% of this subgroup, which correlates with the aforementioned premise of it being better to examine a larger number of those that are healthy than a smaller number of individuals affected by the disease.

In the group under survey, RP was diagnosed in 84.7% of the patients by means of IRT. Such a high number is not a surprise because it is related to the specific nature of the examination that is performed on patients referred for the examination with already suspected RP. A higher morbidity of the patients sent for examination compared to the healthy population was also demonstrated by the fact that, in more than half of the patients in the group (53.3%), the finding was evaluated as borderline SRP or SRP due to the capillaroscopic examination and the distal difference examination after the CPT. No effect of smoking has been statistically proven, which correlates with the results of the study by Palesche et al.29.

No relationship was established in the case of an asymmetric disorder, which is more often described in the diagnosis of SRP (ref.4). Some authors have described the disorder of a thumb as significant for the diagnosis of SRP (ref.29,30). In our patient population, however, this hypothesis was not confirmed, and perfusion disorders of the thumb were observed in patients with both PRP and SRP. The 5th finger was assessed as the coldest finger before the CPT, likely due to its smaller volume and the fact that its temperature is more easily influenced by the environment. We believe that thermal exchange is less likely to be affected on a shorter time axis by thermal diffusion through the flow of blood; rather, it is more affected by thermal exchange between the environment and the whole volume of the finger. This phenomenon was evident even after the impact of cold, when the 5th finger warmed faster due to the ambient temperature than the 2nd and 3rd fingers. In our patient population, these two fingers most often had the lowest temperature of all fingers 30 min after the CPT (more than 59% of right hand fingers and 58% of left hand fingers). This finding is consistent with our clinical experience, where the symptoms of RP are most often reported on these two fingers, perhaps due to the increased sensitivity of nervus medianus’ neural branches and generally higher neurovascular reactivity32.

In the context of monitoring the temperature changes of hands, several authors have measured the temperature of the hand ridge and compared this temperature to that of the distal finger phalanges. A difference in temperature of >1 °C (fingers colder than the hand dorsum) testifies in favour of SRP (ref.20,22). In the “secondary” subgroup of patients, we compared the DDD parameter with the result of the capillaroscopic examination, which testified in favour of SRP. The results of our work support this hypothesis. On the 2nd, 3rd and 4th fingers of the right hand and the 3rd finger of the left hand, a pathological finding of DDD significantly correlated with a pathological finding in the capillaroscopic examination (P=0.009 - 0.049). After the completion of the CPT, however, the importance of monitoring the DDD parameter disappeared, and the finding of pathological DDD was no longer statistically significant for diagnosing SRF. This deterioration of the distinguishing capability of DDD after completing the CPT is consistent with the finding made by Pauling et al.22.
CONCLUSIONS

Being non-invasive, the IRT examination is a completely safe method for patients, and the results of the examinations show that CPT enables objective evaluation acral perfusion disorders.

The use of CPT is not appropriate for patients with diagnosed critical digital ischaemia or with already visible development of trophic defects on the fingers of both hands, where it might cause further significant progression of ischaemia. In these cases, a possible solution may be the use of the parameter to monitor differences between the hand dorsum temperature and the distal phalanges (DDD), which was a statistically significant indicator in our observation, testifying to SRP on four of ten fingers. In our opinion, however, a question remains about whether to continue the use of CPT as part of the SRP diagnostics. The use of CPT is meaningful in cases where the RP diagnosis is uncertain. In cases where SRP and PRP need to be distinguished, it is better to use IRT without CPT, while monitoring the temperature of distal phalanges only after acclimatisation, or to use the DDD parameter.

The algorithm for the examination of patients with cold hand sensations should be the first to include IRT examination as part of the screening exam. Then, according to the findings, it should be followed by additional examinations (test for autoantibodies or capillaroscopy). The capillaroscopic examination can focus more on the fingers, which showed a pathological finding in the IRT examination.

Pathogenic RP changes occur in the vascular system of body extremities, and clinical changes are propagated on the skin of the fingers of the hand. As RP can often be a symptom of other diseases (connective tissue disease, vibration disease, hypothyroidism, carpal tunnel syndrome, hepatitis, etc.), RP is a problem that may be encountered in order to recognise this symptom in a timely manner, to discover its cause and subsequently to introduce adequate treatment. In addition to being a diagnostic method, the IRT could also become a method for evaluating the success of RP therapy in the future. However, this requires its wider introduction into routine practice in specialised departments.
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